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Abstract

ited to recover irradiance to screen printing technique where
the number of colours is finite. Pilet et al. in [19] were
using a wide baseline matching algorithm and taking shadows and illumination into account. Guo, Wang et. al. [20].
describe a method that operates under the assumption that
locally the depth gradients are proportional to the intensity
gradients, they compute the texture coordinates by solving
an energy minimization problem. They solve the lighting
problem by converting to Y CbCr colour space and using
the Y component as the intensity value for the new texture
colour.
Hilsmann and Eisert [15] used a dynamic texture overaly method from monocular images. They retexture garments by estimating the elastic deformations of cloth from
a single camera and recovering illumination of the textured
surface of a shirt in real time. Cushen and Nixon proposed
a fusion of augmented reality and virtual try on [21]. They
tried to recover a rectangular surface from a deformed arbitrarily shaped texture. Khan et al. also proposed a method
for replacing one material with another by exploiting the
fact that human vision is tolerant of certain physical inaccuracies [22].
The method we propose here has been developed with
the focus on a virtual fitting room application. It replaces
the texture of a shirt with a new custom texture from an
image file. It is achieved by using the Microsoft Kinect 2
camera to obtain depth information about the scene.
In this work the segmentation of a shirt has been done by
using the depth information of Kinect to effectively remove
the background and manually marking some borders of the
garment and the body. The texture coordinates are calculated using the information about the real world coordinates
of an object corresponding to the pixel coordinates on the
image. By considering only the X and Y real world coordinates when creating a map, it creates a very realistic perspective effect and the overall result looks very realistic. A
lighting estimation is achieved by using equalization of the
luminance information of the original image. The lighting
estimation is used to shade the new colours of the texture
image and obtain a realistic result where some parts of the

This research work proposes a new method for garment
retexturing using a single static image along with depth information obtained using the Microsoft Kinect 2 camera.
First the garment is segmented out from the image and texture domain coordinates are computed for each pixel of the
shirt using 3D information. After that shading is applied on
the new colours from the texture image by applying linear
stretching of the luminance of the segmented garment. The
proposed method is colour and pattern invariant and results
in to visually realistic retexturing. The proposed method has
been tested on various images and it is shown that it generally performs better and produces more realistic results
compared to the state-of-the-art methods. The proposed
method can be an application for the virtual fitting room.

1. Introduction
Retexturing is the process of replacing the texture of an
object on an image or video with a new texture while considering the deformations and shading of the object. This
process has several applications in entertainment, advertising, computer graphics and virtual reality. Retexturing enables to modify existing objects in movies and computer
games. Increase interest in virtual fitting room has boost
the amount of research work in this field [1, 2, 3, 4].
In the last decade, garment retexturing has attracted the
interest of many researchers [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Many of these research works were using multi-view systems for cloth tracking and retexturing [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Optical flow has
been widely used in current garment tracking and retexturing [14, 5, 15]. Scholz and Magnor [16] used optical flow to
calculate 3D scene flow in a multi-view system and they improved their method by using colour-code with more codewords [17].
A method for retexturing non-rigid objects from a single view using colour markers was proposed by White and
Forsyth [18]. However the aforementioned work was lim1

surface are in shadow while other parts are very bright.
Our results in comparison to state-of-the-art methods
show significantly better results especially regarding the
shading of the surface. As the visual quality of the retextured images greatly depends on how realistic the lighting effects like shadows and reflections are, it means that
the proposed method often results in retextured images that
have a higher visual quality than the results of the state of
the art methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Next section gives a detailed description of the proposed retexturing
method. Experimental results and visual comparisons are
reported in section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper.

Algorithm 1: Proposed Retexturing Algorithm
Input: ColourImage, TextureImage,
CoordinateMapper, LumLow, LumHigh
Output: RetexturedImage
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2. Proposed Method
The proposed method uses single images taken from the
Microsoft Kinect 2 camera along with the depth information
and real-world coordinates it provides. The method works
on images that contain a person wearing a shirt, it replaces
the texture of that shirt with a new texture from an input
image file. The pseudocode of the retexturing algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 1. The main application of the proposed technique is the virtual fitting room software where
the person can change the texture of the garment of the 3D
model.
The proposed method consists of three steps: the segmentation step, the retexturing step and the shading step. In
the segmentation step a person is segmented out from the
image using depth information. Prior information is used
to segment out the correct part of the person corresponding
to the garment. In the retexturing step the texture domain
coordinates are calculated for each pixel in the area of interest. In the shading step the texture image is sampled and
shading is applied to the colour information to make it look
more realistic.

2.1. Segmentation
A person on the image can be segmented out very effectively using the depth information provided by Kinect. It is
assumed that the person on the image is standing in front of
the camera at a distance of up to 2.5 meters. That means
that it is possible to disregard all the objects that are farther or closer, i.e. it is possible to threshold based on the
depth information. As the person who is standing near the
camera generally forms the largest object in the given distance range, the algorithm automatically chooses the largest
object in the provided distance range and all the smaller objects in the same distance range are ignored. As a result of
this procedure an image with removed background is obtained where the only object is the person who is used for
garment retexturing.
The next step is to use the segmented part of the image
to apply more accurate segmentation in order to obtain the
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SegmIm ← segmentImage(ColourImage)
W ← ColourImage.width
H ← ColourImage.height
LumImage ← getLumImage(ColourImage)
HistogramEqualize(LumImage)
Lummin ← min{LumImage(x, y) :
SegmIm(x, y) = 1}
Lummax ← max{LumImage(x, y) :
SegmIm(x, y) = 1}
foreach (x, y) ∈ LumImage do
LumImage(x, y) ←
LumLow + LumHigh−LumLow
Lummax −Lummin ·
(LumImage(x, y) − Lummin )
foreach (x, y) ∈ ColourImage do
i←0
if SegmIm(x, y) = 1 then
(X, Y, Z) ← CoordinateM apper(x, y)
XCoords[i] ← X
Y Coords[i] ← Y
i←i+1
foreach (x, y) ∈ ColourImage do
if SegmIm(x, y) = 1 then
(X, Y, Z) ← CoordinateM apper(x, y)

20

X−min(XCoords)
u ← W max(XCoords)−min(XCoords)

21

−min(Y Coords)
v ← H max(Y YCoords)−min(Y
Coords)

22

ColourImage(x, y) ←
1
255 LumImage(x, y) · T extureImage(u, v)

exact area corresponding to the garment that is later going
to be retextured. This step is generally much more complicated. In simpler cases it would be possible to use thresholding based on colour. However, our aim is to create a
retexturing algorithm that would work on garments with
different colours which might also contain a complicated
texture on them. For that reason simple thresholding techniques can not be used.
To do the final segmentation we use prior information
about which part of the previously segmented out person
corresponds to the garment that needs to be retextured. The
segmentation is performed by running a BFS-based algorithm starting from a point that is given in the prior information. The algorithm is able to move to each pixel in

2.3. Shading

the 4-neighbourhood of any given pixel that was previously
reached while running the BFS-search, unless the neighbourhood pixel is marked as restricted according to the prior
information. Finally the algorithm adds all the pixels that it
was able to reach to the final segmented object, as shown in
Figure 1.

Now that the texture space coordinate for each pixel have
been specified, it becomes necessary to calculate their new
colour values. A quite standard approach here would be to
use the already existing colour information from the original image. However, this has a drawback of not being totally colour invariant, as darker colours have a much smaller
amount of intensity changes. Instead we are using a linear
luminance stretching technique that works by applying it to
the intensity component image of the scene.
It is clear that a black T-shirt has a very low colour intensity in most parts. To achieve a realistic lighting intensity
estimation, histogram equalization is applied on the previous intensity values (r0 + g 0 + b0 )/3 of the black shirt.
Finally the resulting equalized values are used as lighting
intensity values as an approximation of l to finally calculate the new colour cn = lc = (lr, lg, lb). It is also helpful to add constant upper and lower bounds α and β and
to stretch the equalized histogram between these values so
that α ≤ cn ≤ β. It avoids darker colours going absolutely
black and it also avoids creating unrealistically bright areas. That way this shading method can work very well in a
wide range of conditions without depending on the original
colour.

2.2. Computation of Texture Coordinates

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1. Interactive garment selection system enables the user to
select the garment and to mark boundaries i.e. restricted areas.
The green dot denotes the starting point of the BFS-based segmentation algorithm and the red lines are the restricted pixels that
make sure the algorithm includes only the selected garment to the
final segmentation.

The Kinect API enables to translate screen coordinates
of an image into real world coordinates. More specifically
the following map is obtained:
ω : (x, y) → (X, Y, Z),

(1)

where x, y ∈ N denote the screen coordinates of the image
and X, Y, Z ∈ R denote the real-world coordinates corresponding to image coordinates (x, y). The objective is to
map the screen coordinates into texture domain coordinates
(u, v). It is achieved using the following two functions:
u = fu (x, y) = W

ωx (x, y) − Xmin
Xmax − Xmin

(2)

v = fv (x, y) = H

ωy (x, y) − Ymin
,
Ymax − Ymin

(3)

where u and v denote the new texture domain coordinates, ωx (x, y) and ωy (x, y) denote the X and Y coordinates respectively obtained from the map ω(x, y),
Xmin , Ymin , Xmax , Ymax denote the smallest and largest
X and Y coordinates of the pixels from the blob obtained
in the last step and W and H are the width and height of the
texture image respectively. Note that the texture space coordinates that are calculated in this way do not depend on the
real-world Z coordinate. The way the map from (x, y) to
(u, v) is defined ensures that the so-called perspective effect
can be observed.

The experimental results of the proposed method are
shown in Figures 2. Images (a) – (d) are the original images used for retexturing. Images (e) – (h) are retextured
using the proposed method and images (i) – (l) are retextured with the method of Khan, Reinhard et. al. [22] using
the same texture image to provide some visual comparison
to another state of the art retexturing method. Images (m)
– (p) are also created using the proposed method to provide
some more examples created with the proposed retexturing
method using various texture images as input.
The method of Khan and Reinhard [22] was selected for
comparison, as it operates under similar conditions as the
proposed method: It uses static images as input and does
not depend on any prior knowledge about the surface pattern i.e. it does not use any prepared markers for surface
reconstruction.
The visual comparison shows that the method of Khan,
Reinhard depends greatly on the original shirt colour,
whereas the proposed method does not depend on the original colour or texture of the shirt. However, the state-of-theart method fails to produce realistic results when the original colour of a shirt is dark and does not have much changes
in colour intensity, it results in images where the texture
colour is almost uniform and does not have any visible shadows on the garment. The visual results clearly show that
the proposed method performs better than the other state-of-

the-art method and in various conditions it produces more
stable results, it is clear that the proposed method can effectively be used to perform realistic retexturing.

4. Conclusion
In this paper a method for shirt retexturing using the Microsoft Kinect 2 camera that provides colour and depth information is proposed. A shirt was segmented out from an
image based on its depth and manually added colour markers. Depth and corresponding 3D coordinates of the scene
were used to create a texture map from the surface of a shirt
to the image containing the new texture. Shading of the new
texture was done by using the linear stretching of luminance
information. In the future work we are planning to address
the problem of self-occlusions.
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Figure 2. Images (a) – (d) are the original images used for retexturing. Images (e) – (h) are retextured using the proposed method and
images (i) – (l) are retextured with the method of Khan, Reinhard et. al. [22] using the same texture image for visual comparison. The last
images (m) – (p) are also obtained using the proposed method to provide a few more examples of our method.

